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Abstract 
The symbolic incidence geometry is a project to develop a computer package that will allow 
geometers to use the computer for their research in incidence geometry. In this paper we discuss the 
use of the computer for research on finite linear spaces. 
1. Introduction 
1.1. The symbolic incidence geometry 
Symbolic incidence geometry - in the following abbreviated by SIG - is a com- 
mon project of some European Universities (Giessen, Bayreuth, Brussels and Kiel). 
The project has the task to develop a computer program package that will allow 
geometers to use the computer for their research in incidence geometry. 
SIG has the following features: 
l The main purpose of this program package is to serve as a tool in the daily work of 
a geometer. It will enable the researcher to delegate routine or computational work 
(e.g. computation of parameters) to the computer. 
l The user is not expected to have special programming skills. 
l SIG is an open system. As a consequence this package allows to incorporate 
programs of other researchers in order to facilitate a general use of these programs. 
l SIG makes a lot of particular geometric structures available. There is a project to 
establish an atlas of finite linear spaces, that is a database containing a systematic 
collection of finite linear spaces with their characteristic properties. For instance, all 
linear spaces with at most 10 points will be available. The user has the possibility to 
work with these structures, e.g. to calculate parameters or to construct new 
geometries by manipulating the present ones. 
l A characteristic of SIG is that geometric objects may be handled in a symbolic way. 
So, the relation between the symbolic incidence geometry and the hitherto existing 
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programs for doing incidence geometry on the computer corresponds to the 
relation of computer algebra and numerical analysis. 
There are two main ways to do this: Firstly, in a coordinized geometry it will be 
possible to pursue analytical geometry. As an elementary example the system will 
be able to determine the line joining the points (x, 1,0) and (0, y, 1) in the desar- 
guesian projective plane PG(2, F) over an arbitrary field F. 
Secondly, parameter calculations may be executed by exploring the abstract 
properties of a geometry. For example, it will be possible to calculate the number of 
planes in the projective space PG(d, q) which do not contain any of five given 
points. 
l SIG is neither a program to solve very special problems like the nonexistence of 
a projective plane of order 10 nor a package for automatic theorem proving. 
In this paper we shall concentrate on parameter calculations in certain classes of 
abstract linear spaces. 
1.2. Symbolic incidence geometry andjnite linear spaces 
A linear space L = (P, L) is a geometry of rank 2 (i.e. a geometry consisting of a set 
P of points and a set L of lines) satisfying the following properties: 
l Each pair of points is incident with exactly one line. 
l Every line is incident with at least two points. 
l There exist three noncollinear points. 
(Comprehensible sources about linear spaces are, for example, [l, Chs. 1 and 2,3, 
Ch. 9; 41.). In the following, we will always suppose that L is a finite linear space, i.e. 
a linear space with finitely many points (and lines). 
In the theory of finite linear spaces, many theorems are obtained by a skillful 
interplay of geometric and combinatorial arguments. 
In many cases, standard arguments may be used in the combinatorial part of 
a proof. This observation suggests to develop a program that allows a man-machine 
communication satisfying the following principle. The user communicates special 
geometric configurations inside the linear space to the computer. The program applies 
certain techniques for parameter calculations to this configuration and returns the 
result to the user. So, roughly speaking the communication between the user and the 
system proceeds as follows. By his geometric insight the user looks for interesting 
substructures inside L. Instead of executing the more or less tedious calculations (for 
example, possible line and point degrees) by himself the user delegates these calcu- 
lations to the computer. 
In this paper we present a concept of how linear spaces can be dealt with in the 
symbolic incidence geometry. In Section 2 we discuss what knowledge on linear 
spaces has to be implemented in SIG. Section 3 is devoted to the description of the 
basic algorithms. In Section 4 we describe how the classification of semi-affine planes 
by Dembowski could be obtained by using SIG. Finally, in Section 5 we give some 
indications about a future implementation of SIG. 
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2. The basic knowledge of the symbolic incidence geometry 
In the context of linear spaces, we expect the computer to be able to work 
with the following parameters of a linear space L: u is the total number of points 
of L, b the total number of lines of L, r(p) the point degree of p (i.e. the number 
of lines of L passing through p), k(g) the line degree of g (i.e. the number of points of 
L on the line g), n(p, g) the number of lines of L passing through p that are parallel to 
the line g (that is disjoint to g) and n,,(g) is the number of lines of L that are disjoint to 
the line g. 
The calculations are based on the following two equations: 
l If (p, g) is a nonincident point-line pair, then we have 
r(p) = k(g) + 4~3 g). 
l Let p be a point of L and let L, be the set of all lines of L through p. Then 
o=l+ C (k(g)---). 
BEL, 
In the future, further relations between the parameters of a linear space will be 
considered such as 
l Let g be a line of L. Then 
b= 1+ c MP)- l)+%(s). 
F9 
l We have 
u(u- I)= C QdW- 1). 
CleL 
l By the theorem of de Brujin and Erdijs [6] we have b>v. 
3. Description of the algorithms 
In this section we discuss the algorithms which allow to treat linear spaces with 
a computer. 
3.1. User’s input 
The user has the choice of two possible inputs. Either he can communicate some 
new information on the linear space to the computer, for example, he can input the 
following information: All lines are incident with at least three points or he indicates 
some interesting substructures inside the linear space in order to make the program 
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execute some parameter calculations. For example, from the information: Let p be 
a point of degree n, SIG will deduce that every line not incident with p is of degree at 
most n. 
Sections 3.2-3.5 are supposed to be executable by SIG. 
3.2. Naming 
It is important to distinguish points and lines with special properties. For this 
purpose each point and each line with a special property gets its own name and the 
possible incidence relations between these points and lines are determined. 
Let us discuss an example. Suppose that the user has indicated the existence of 
a point p1 of degree n + 1, of a point p2 of degree n and of a line g of degree n + 1. 
SIG reacts as follows. Since the point degrees of p1 and p2 are different, the points 
p1 and p2 are different. There is exactly one line through p1 and p2. SIG suggests 
a name for this line, say gr, and a name for the line degree, say kl. For the line g of 
degree n+ 1, SIG has to check the following five possibilities: 
(i) 9=g1, 
(ii) g intersects g1 at the point pl, 
(iii) g intersects g1 at the point p2, 
(iv) g intersects g1 at a point different from p1 and p2, 
(v) g and g1 are disjoint. 
Since g is of degree n + 1 and since p2 is of degree n, p2 and g have to be incident. So 
in this example there are only two possible incidence relations. These incidence 
relations will be stored and treated separately. 
3.3. Partitions 
In order to compute parameters in a linear space, one often makes use of the 
following simple but fundamental inequality: 
r(p)>&) 
for each nonincident point-line pair. For example, if there are two lines gi and g2 of 
degree n and m, respectively, and if p is a point outside gl and g2, we get 
and 
This small example illustrates the importance of bringing in relation all points of the 
linear space with all lines with particular properties and vice versa. 
The point set and the line set shall be partitioned satisfying the following properties: 
l Each point and each line to which a name has been attributed by the user or by SIG 
forms a component of the partition. 
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l If a name has been attributed to a point p, then the lines passing through p form 
a union of the components of the line partition. 
l If a name has been attributed to a line g, then the points incident with g form 
a union of the components of the point partition. Furthermore, the lines intersec- 
ting g and the lines disjoint to g each form a union of components of the line 
partition. 
l The finest possible partition fulfilling these properties is the partition we are 
searching for. 
Let us consider the following example. Suppose that the user has indicated the 
existence of two points pi and pz, say of degree n and n+ 1, respectively. SIG has 
introduced the line g1 joining the points p1 and p2. According to the above postulated 
rules we get the following partitions: 
Point partition 
{PI>, {P2), (pEglIpZpl and p#p2), {pWp$g,}. 
Line partition 
Whenever the user inputs a further property of L such as the existence of a point of 
a certain point degree, the partition is recalculated (and in general refined). 
We note that there are some relations between the above-described partitions and 
the tactical decomposition by ordering (TDO) introduced by Betten and Braun [2]. 
TDOs are invariants of linear spaces that allow - among other things - to identify 
all linear spaces with eight points. 
3.4. Calculation of parameters 
SIG calculates various parameters, such as point degrees, line degrees, the number 
of lines parallel to a given line, the number of points and the number of lines. SIG is 
aware of the fact that v 2 3, b > 3, r(p) 2 2, k(g)>2, etc. We do not mention this 
explicitly in the following. 
3.4.1. Point degrees 
If Pi is a component of the point partition and if Lj is a component of the 
line partition, then SIG evaluates and stores the following equalities and inequalities. 
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Let PEPi. 
r(p) = k(g) + x(p, g) for all gELj such that p$g, 
r(p) 2 4) for all geLj such that p$g, 
for all gELj such that p$g 
If it is known by previous calculations that k(g) = n for all lines g of the component Lj, 
then SIG stores instead of the above equalities and inequalities the following: 
r(p)=n+4p, 9) for all gELj such that p$g, 
r(d>n for all gELj such that p$g, 
for all g~Lj such that p&g. 
At this point the following problem arises: Suppose that all lines of Lj are of degree n. 
Obviously, we would like to conclude that r(p)>n for all P~Pi. This conclusion is 
correct if for every p of Pi there is a line g of Lj such that p and g are not incident. In 
some easy cases, SIG will be able to decide whether there is a point of Pi incident with 
all lines of Lj or not. In all other cases, SIG will propose the user the following two 
alternatives: 
l There is a point P~Pi such that all lines of Lj are incident with p. 
l For each point p of Pi there is a line g of Li such that p and g are not incident. 
The user may exclude one of the two cases by hand or he may first choose one 
alternative and afterwards deal with the second. 
3.4.2. Line degrees 
Each component of the line partition is related to each component of the point 
partition. If Li is a component of the line partition and if Pj is a component of the 
point partition, then the following equalities and inequalities are evaluated and stored 
by SIG. Let gELi. Then 
W=r(p)-nhd for all pEPj such that p#g, 
k(g) G r(p) for all pEPj such that p$g. 
3.4.3. Parallel lines 
For all point components Pi and for all line components Lj the relation 
n(p,g)=r(p)-k(g) for all p~Pi and all gtzLj such that peg 
is evaluated and stored. 
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3.4.4. Number of points 
For each component Pi of the point partition, SIG considers the following equation: 
Let P~Pi and let L, be the set of lines passing through p. Then 
u=l+ 1 (k(g)-1). 
CJEL, 
Whenever a new equation or a new inequality is introduced, for example, the 
inequality 
r(p)>k(g) for PEPi and gELj 
SIG is searching for all information that is stored with the terms on the right-hand 
side, in our example all information with respect to the line degree k(g) of the lines of 
the component Lj. If, for instance, the lines of Lj are of degree k, then the additional 
information 
is stored as well. 
It is possible that some of the results about the line degrees give additional 
information on some point degrees. Therefore, Calculation of parameters has to be 
repeated until no further information is produced. 
3.5. Output of results 
The last part of the program consists of the output of the results that have been 
obtained by SIG. 
The user will have the possibility to choose the amount of information printed by 
SIG. There will be three levels. At the first level the output is restricted to those 
parameters that have been explicitly determined. For example, the following message 
could be printed by SIG: 
if p$g, then r(p)=m, 
k(gJ=s. 
At the second level all equalities and inequalities are printed out where relations to 
‘known’ parameters are established, for example, 
if p4gr then r(p)ak. 
Finally, at the third level the total amount of information about parameter relations is 
printed. 
After finishing Output of results the user may again communicate further properties 
or interesting substructures of the linear space and the sequence Naming-Parti- 
tions-Calculation of parameters-Output of results will be continued. 
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4. Case study: the theorem of Demhowski 
In order to illustrate the above-described algorithms we discuss in this section how 
to prove the theorem of Dembowski using SIG. 
Theorem 4.1 (Dembowski, [7]). Let L be a semi-afine plane, i.e. a linear space 
satisfying the following condition. 
If g is a line of L and if p is a point of L outside g, then there is at most one line passing 
through p which is disjoint to g. 
Then one of the following assertions holds: 
(i) L is a projective plane, 
(ii) L is an afine plane, 
(iii) L is a punctured projective plane (i.e. a projective plane where one point has been 
deleted), 
(iv) L is an afine plane with a point pm at injinity (i.e. L\{p,}is an afine plane). 
(v) L is a near pencil (i.e. a linear space of n + 1 points and n + 1 lines such that there 
is one line of degree n and one point of degree n and all other points and lines are of 
degree 2). 
For a proof, see [3,7]. 
In the following we will describe a part of the communication with SIG in order to 
prove this theorem. In order to simplify the proof we will suppose that all lines are 
incident with at least three points. 
4.1. First input 
L is a semi-afine linear space. Since no points and no lines have been distinguished, 
SIG will immediately pass to the part Calculation of parameters. The point set and the 
line set form one component each. Note that the assumption that L is a semi-affine 
linear space may be translated into the equation 
r(p)<k(g)+ 1 for all points p and for all lines g such that p#g. 
4.1.1. Point degrees 
Using the fact that all lines are of degree at least 3, SIG stores the following relations 
for the point degrees. Let p be a point of L. Then 
r(p)= k(g)+x(p,g) for all lines g of L such that p$g, 
r(p) B 3 + n(p, 9) for all lines g of L such that p$g, 
r(p) 2 k(g) for all lines g of L such that p&g, 
r(p)Gk(g)+l for all lines g of L such that p#g, 
r(p) > 3. 
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4.1.2. Line degrees 
Let g be a line of L. Then 
k(g) = r(p) - n( p, g) for all points p with p$g, 
k(g)Gr(p) for all points p with p$g, 
k(g)>r(p)- 1 for all points p with p$g, 
k(g)>3. 
4.1.3. Parallel lines 
Let PEL and let g be a line of L such that p#g, i.e. 
n(p,g)=r(p)--kg)> 
n(g,g)Gl. 
4.1.4. Number of points 
Let p be a point of L. Then 
u=l+ c (k(g)--), 
geL, 
u 2 1 + 2r(p). 
4.2. Second input 
The maximal point degree is n+ 1. There is a point p1 of degree n+ 1. 
No further naming and no investigations of possible incidence relations are neces- 
sary. The point set is partitioned into the following two components: 
pi := {PI>, 
P*:={PEPlPfP1). 
The line set is partitioned into the following two components: 
According to the algorithms described in Section 3, SIG will consdier about 30 
equalities and inequalities. For the reason of clearness, we restrict ourselves to the 
most important relations between the parameters. We do not consider parallel lines 
and number of points. 
4.2.1. Point degrees 
(9 r(pA= n + 1, 
(ii) let PEPS. Then 
r(p)<n+ 1 (n+ 1 is the maximal point degree) 
r(p) 3 k(g) for gELz such that peg. 
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4.2.2. Line degrees 
(i) Let gELI. Then 
k(g)<r(p)<n+ 1 for pcP2 such that p#g, 
k(g)ar(p)- 1 for pePz such that p$g. 
(ii) Let geL*. Then 
k(g)br(pi)=n+ 1, 
k(g)>r(pl)-l=n. 
From the information on the line degrees, SIG is supposed to be able to deduce the 
following. If PEP, and gELz such that p$g, then r(p)>,k(g)Bn. Furthermore, if gELI 
and if pep2 such that p$g, then k(g)ar(p)- 1 an- 1. 
Summarizing these results, SIG returns (among other relations) the following 
information: 
r(pJ=n+ 1, 
for all p~P\(p,}, we have r(p)3n, 
for all lines gEL with pl~g, we have k(g)<n+ 1 and k(g)>n- 1, 
for all lines geL with p1 $g, we have k(g)<n+ 1 and k(g)>n. 
In the proof of the theorem of Dembowski the decisive step is to show that no line of 
degree n- 1 exists. Assuming the existence of such a line SIG will return that this 
assumption yields a contradiction. 
4.3. Third input 
There is a line of degree n - 1. 
First of all, the line of degree n- 1 gets a name, say gi. A priori there are two 
possible incidence relations, namely, p1eg1 and pl$gl. Since all lines not incident 
with p1 are of degree at least n, SIG will conclude that pl~gl. The following partitions 
for the point set and the line set are obtained: 
pi := {PI>, 
P,:={PEgIIPZPI)> 





In the following we present a choice of the parameter elations. 
4.3.1. Point degrees 
(i) For PEPS (i.e. p=pl), we have r(p)=n+ 1. 
(ii) For PEPS we have r(p)<n+ 1 and r(p)>,n. 
(iii) Let PEPS (i.e. p$gI). Then we have r(p)<k(g,)+l=n and r(p)an. Hence, 
r(p) = n. 
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4.3.2. Line degrees 
(i) Let gELI (i.e. g=gi). Then we have k(g)=n-1. 
(ii) Let gEL2. SIG will distinguish the following two cases according to whether 
there is a line h of Lz such that all points of L are incident with h or with gi or if for 
each line h of L2 there exists a point outside of h and of gi. 
We restrict ourselves to the second case. (The first case yields the existence of a line of 
degree 2, a particular case we did not want to consider here.) Since every point of P3 is 
of degree n, we get k(g)<n and k(g)>n-1. 
(iii) Let gEL3 u L4 (i.e. p1 $9). By similar considerations, SIG obtains the equation 
k(g) = n. 
Summarizing the results, SIG returns the following parameter relations: 
n<r-(p)dn+l for pEgl and p#pi, 
r(p) = n for p4g1, 
k(gd=n- 1, 
n-l<k(g)dn for plEg and g#gi, 
k(g) = n for p1 $6 
In order to finish the proof, the following three cases may be distinguished (each case 
corresponds to a further input of the user). 
Case 1: There is a line g2 of degree n - 1 and a line g3 of degree n passing through pl. 
Let p2 #p, be a point on g2 and let p3 #pl be a point on g3. Then we get 
U= l+ 1 (k(g)- l)=n’-n, 
SE‘%, 
u=l+ c (k(g)-l)=n’--n++, 
9EL,, 
a contradiction. 
Case 2: All lines through p1 are of degree n- 1. Let p2 be a point outside 
gl. Then 
o=l+ c (k(g)-l)=n’-n-l, 
geL,, 
v=l+ 1 (k(g)-l)=n’-n, 
SE&, 
a contradiction. 
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Case 3: All lines through p1 are degree n. Let p2 be a point outside gi . Then we have 
u=l+ 1 (k(g)-1)=n2-1, 
FL,, 
v=l+ c (k(g)-1)=n2-n+l, 
0% 
a contradiction. 
So the existence of a line of degree n - 1 has been excluded. By studying the various 
cases, the theorem of Dembowski may now be deduced. For example, if we suppose 
the existence of a point of degree n, SIG will obtain that the linear space L has the 
parameters of an affine plane with a point at infinity. By known results on linear 
spaces the user is now able to deduce that L is in fact an affine plane with a point at 
infinity. 
5. Concluding remarks 
(1) What are the problems on finite linear spaces that may be handled with SIG? 
With respect to finite linear spaces, SIG is a tool for calculating parameters. A typical 
problem is the following: Classify all linear spaces satisfying certain parameter 
conditions. For example the theorem of Dembowski makes part of this problem class. 
However, for problems on linear spaces where the automorphism group intervenes, 
SIG may be used only in a very restrictive way. If the conditions imposed by the 
automorphism group imply additional relations between the parameters, these rela- 
tions may be communicated to SIG for obtaining further information on the para- 
meters, but no group-theoretical information may be deduced such as transitivity. 
Another part of SIG with respect to linear spaces that we did not discuss here is the 
development of an atlas of finite linear spaces, i.e. a database where finite linear spaces 
are collected systematically. In this context the following questions are of particular 
interest: 
l Determine the automorphism group of a linear space (in this context computer 
algebra systems for group theory such as CAYLEY or GAP will be very useful). 
l Determine a finite projective plane where a given linear space may be embedded in. 
l For the problem concerning a good internal representation of a linear space, the 
TDOs will be an important tool. 
(2) We mentioned that the above-described algorithms have not yet been imple- 
mented. However, there is a project to write such a program at the University of 
Giessen in the near future. Since the algorithms have to execute symbolic calculations 
it seems to be natural to implement the program in a computer algebra system. 
Computer algebra systems are program languages that are able to deal with symbolic 
expressions (for details, cf. [S]). SIG will probably be implemented in the computer 
algebra system REDUCE. 
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(3) One could argue whether it is good to publish a paper on a system before the 
system exists. But the philosophy of SIG is that it is an open system. It will not only be 
open for every interested user but everybody is invited to participate in the develop- 
ment of SIG. In this paper, I try to initiate a discussion how to manipulate linear 
spaces with a computer. It seems to me that such a discussion is useful before 
implementing the system. 
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